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Abstract. A constant sound speed of 1540 m/s is usually used by ultrasound imaging systems 
for calculating delay curves in beamforming. A mismatch of this constant system sound speed 
and the real one in human tissue could result in significant defocusing and degrade the image 
resolution in the modern ultrasound imaging system. This paper has investigated characteristics 
and potential relationship of image texture parameters to image focusing quality due to 
unmatched speed of sound. Algorithms for sound speed optimization (SSO) system based on 
fuzzy process and image texture parameters are presented. The proposed method has been 
investigated and verified from phantom imaging including speckle, point targets and cyst 
images. Test results show that individual texture feature may help to determine appropriate 
sound speed used for beamforming; however, only the proposed fuzzy process based system 
can achieve the best sound speed detection with consistent and robust output. 

1 Introduction  
In medical ultrasound imaging systems, the sound speed is an important parameter for beamforming. 
It is usually set as a constant in human tissue, typically 1540 m/s and his parameter is used to calculate 
electronic time delay [1]. These delay curves ensure that the ultrasound signals of all the array 
elements are in phase at the focal point. The actual propagation velocity varies over a very large range 
in human tissues, for instance, 1450 m/s in fat and 1560 m/s in kidney [2]; moreover, the same tissue 
may have different sound speeds in different patients. 

The mismatched sound speed would lead to a shift of structure position, widening the point spread 
function and increasing side lobe levels of the image and then degrades image detail and contrast 
resolution [3]. Therefore, finding a way to select the best global sound speed used in system’s delay 
profiles could be seen as a first-order phase aberration correction method. Zhao and Trahey [4] 
developed a method which could correct phase aberration by maximizing either mean brightness of 
diffuse or point targets. Napolitano et. al. [5] described an algorithm to find out the sound speed that 
produces the best overall lateral image quality by analyzing the spatial frequency content of the 
envelope data using various trial sound speeds. He and Liu [6] developed methods with raw radio 
frequency (RF) data and experimental results show more accurate sound speed than image based 
methods, while it needs much more computational requirement. Due to the shift of the focusing away 
from its theoretical acoustic focusing caused by the mismatched sound speed, Li and Liu [7] proposed 
a method to find the best sound speed by one of image texture parameters. 

On account of significant defocusing and some geometric distortions leading to the effect of 
aberration detected in the reconstructed image as opposed to the aperture data. Authors [24] proposed 
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an image registration-based sound speed estimation method that can be implemented using two 
images with different steer angles. However, for accurate registration, good image qualities in terms 
of detail and contrast resolution, as well as sophisticated registration procedures are all necessary. 
Moreover, the varying local echo phase when changing the transmit beam steering angle directly 
reflects the varying arrival time of the transmit wave front. Michael Jaeger [21] have described a 
method by sensing the angle-dependent aberration delay in a spatially resolved way and thus 
aberration correction for a spatially distributed volume aberrator, which achieved 
location-independent diffraction-limited resolution as well as accurate display of echo location based 
on reconstructing the speed-of-sound spatially resolved in phantoms. Clinical research in [22] shows 
sound speed correction can be used as an initial diagnosis in the disagree of homogeneous fatty liver. 
Guenther [23] proposed a method based on a modified inverse Radon transform for speed-of-sound 
correction, and the reconstruction using the modified inverse Radon transform shows a small but 
distinguishable improvement. 

Quantitative results from [8] show that the sound speed error degrades the contrast of the point 
target, while the texture of the speckle does not appear significantly changed. Meanwhile, isolated 
point reflectors couldn’t be present in clinical ultrasound imaging [9]. Therefore, to deal with complex 
clinical cases, this paper presents a sound speed optimization system based on fuzzy sets with image 
texture as quality factors. It not only integrated the sound speed correction method proposed by [4] 
and the focusing quality factor based on image texture parameters described by [7] but also built a 
decision-making system with fuzzy logic in order to make the texture analysis be more robust. This is 
a practical approach for sound speed optimization. Our experimental results on the phantom proved 
that this sound speed optimization system is accurate and robust on simulated tissue for speckle, 
focusing (from point targets) and cyst. 

2 Method  

2.1 Image texture as quality factors 

Image texture has been used as a tool in image analysis; in [11], there are nine commonly used 
parameters for texture classification. In this paper, we classify them into four groups with properties 
related to image quality.  

Group 1 (mean): represents the intensity of local region. The better the beam focusing, the greater 
it is.  

Group 2 (variance, correlation, cluster shade and cluster prominence): describes the degree of 
image difference or linearity. Since the defocusing from mismatched sound speed wouldn’t definitely 
produce the change of image difference or linearity for nonlinear tissue structures; and from our 
experiments, all of them are not quite associated with the focus quality. Thus, this paper doesn’t 
choose any of them as the quality factors. 

Group 3 (energy, entropy and homogeneity): measures homogeneity related texture. The more 
homogeneous the image is, the larger the value of energy/homogeneity is. Comparing to texture 
homogeneity, texture energy is more sensitive and directly to the focusing quality. While the entropy 
is in inverse to the energy, one can choose either of them as the quality factor. In this paper, the 
texture energy is used. 

Group 4 (contrast): depicts local image variations. In general, local image with clear 
border/structure always shows larger texture contrast. 

Then texture features used in this paper as quality factors are energy, contrast and mean as follows 
[11]: 

Energy: 

∑ ∑i j ds jPiP 22 )()(       (1) 
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Contrast:  

∑j d jPj )(2
       (2) 

Mean:  

∑i s iiP )(
2
1        (3) 

where Ps and Pd are defined respectively by  

}|),{(),;( ,, iyylkCardddiP
yx dldklkyxs =+= ++      (4) 

and 

}|),{(),;( ,, iyylkCardddiP
yx dldklkyxd =−= ++      (5) 

In Eqs. (4) and (5), Card refers to the number of elements of a set (k, l) and yk,l = j means that the 
intensity at the position (k,l) is equal to the grey level of j. Notation (dx, dy) denotes the direction 
vector along x and y direction, respectively. In this paper, we compute texture parameters of Eqs. (1), 
(2) and (3) along lateral direction (i.e., perpendicular to ultrasound beam direction) because the 
ultrasound speckle always shows longer size in lateral compared with that in axial direction [12].  

2.2 The fuzzy system model of sound speed optimization  

To improve the decision-making results of texture analysis for sound speed prediction, we applied the 
concept of the fuzzy sets because fuzzy logic can be used to address the issues associated with 
intrinsic imprecision or inexactness [13]. We define the fuzzy sets from the relationships between the 
selected image textures and image quality derived from a set of images with trial sound speed values. 
Mismatched speed of sound would produce a shift in axial direction which will involve confusion 
regions in ultrasound image; especially the decimation of pulse-echo signal for display would 
exaggerate the degradation of detail resolution. And in lateral direction, the mis-focus makes the 
effective pulse-echo beam width become wider, it means the edge of tissue structure in ultrasound 
image will be blurred and the contrast will be also reduced. It means the larger texture contrast is 
related to the better focused image. The simulation results in [20] shows it will be broadening in terms 
of the mis-focus target due to the error of assumed sound speed, which is consistent with lower texture 
energy. And better focused image leads to larger local image intensity that can be represented by 
larger texture mean. Based on the characteristics of focusing image, we can have a basic principle to 
judge a sample corresponding to an acceptable sound speed value:  

“If contrast is LARGE, mean is LARGE, and energy is SMALL, then the focusing quality is 
GOOD.”. 

The basic linguistic rules can be used to do the approximate reasoning with suitable linguistic 
variables and these variables are described as follows: 

Let F be the linguistic variable for focusing quality with the universe of discourse (UoD) U = 
{contrast, energy, mean} = {u1, u2, u3}. The terms of this linguistic variable are set to be: 

T (F) = {VERY GOOD (VG), GOOD (G), FAIR (F), POOR (P), VERY POOR (VP)}. 
Also, the UoD of contrast, energy and mean are defined as UC = {c1, c2… cn}, UE = {e1, e2… 

en} and UM = {m1, m2… mn}, where ci, ei, and mi are values of the contrast, energy and mean of the 
ith images with a trial sound speed, respectively. The terms of these linguistic variables are all set to 
be: 

T(C | E | M) = {LARGE, MEDIUM, SMALL}. 
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In this paper we collect the fuzzy rules as the fuzzy associative memory which should preserve the 
basic properties of the individual’s qualitative preference structure [14], as shown in Table 1. As we 
defined T (F), the linguistic variable in this section including P, VP as the terms, however, the fuzzy 
rules in Table 1 don’t cover them because the decision can’t be the one that produced the image with 
poor focusing quality. 

Table 1. Fuzzy rules 

Rules Energy Contrast Mean Focusing quality Rules Energy Contrast Mean Focusing quality 
1 small large large very good 7 medium large small fair 
2 medium large large good 8 large large medium fair 
3 small large medium good 9 small large small fair 
4 small medium large good 10 small medium medium fair 
5 medium large medium good 11 medium medium large fair 
6 larger large large fair      

The membership functions used in fuzzy processing, in general, should meet the concept of optimal 
interfaces defined in [15]. The triangular membership function overlapping at a degree of 0.5 satisfies 
the concept of optimal interfaces in the sense of an error-free conversion between the numeric and the 
linguistic terms. Each membership function is defined by its centers, hereafter denoted by a tuple X, 
e.g. X(X0, X1, X2) for contrast, energy or mean; and Xc(X0, X1, X2) means the centers of each terms 
for contrast. The choice of these threshold vectors won’t change the partial order in decision group. 
Approximate reasoning is a type of reasoning which is neither very exact nor very inexact [16]. Our 
general framework for reasoning is based on a linguistic model as follows: 

Using the logical formula for “and” (intersection) in [17], see Eq. (6), and then obtain the 
approximate reasoning and decision-making function, see Eq. (7). 

}B ,Bmin{B  BB and B 212121 =∧=       (6) 

                      )()()()( ssss MCED μμμμ ∧∧=        (7)  

where μE, μC and μM are the degrees of membership in the term sets for the decision-making 
terms energy, contrast and mean, respectively, and is computed from the triangular membership 
function. In Eq. (7), S denotes a trial sound speed set, i.e., the decision group.  

After producing all the μE, μC and μM of each one in S, we apply the fuzzy rules in Table 1 with 
Eq. (6). Then the degrees of membership of VG, G and F sets in T (F) in S are determined by the max 
value of the approximate reasoning results for each term set, e.g. the one for G is the max one in the 
reasoning results from Rules 2 to 5. Moreover, the decision for the best sound speed s* is to find the 
max μD in the term sets of focusing quality. It means that we first search the super μD in VG with the 
rule 1; if no one in that term set, then continue the search in G, and then in F. 

2.3 The flowchart of the Sound Speed Optimization (SSO) system 

To simulate our sound speed optimization (SSO) techniques, we developed a computer program for 
the decision making with fuzzy sets, Figure1, the flowchart of the SSO system.  

The beamformed I/Q data is the input for our simulation program. Firstly, each beamformed I/Q 
acoustic frame is square law and log detected but without scan conversion as the scan conversion will 
change the texture analysis consequences. Then, compute parameters of image textures in selected 
region of interest (ROI). The ROI should cover enough areas excluding the far and near field with 
better signal-to-noise signals and meaningful statistics. To get rid of signals from anechoic areas, the 
anechoic area is detected with pre-setting thresholds such as mean and variance. Then, the values of 
textures parameters must be normalized by the pre-setting extreme value in ROI. Next, the degrees of 
membership of each texture to the corresponding term sets in T(C | E | M) are calculated by the 
standard triangular membership function [18] with the pre-setting tuple X on account of the examined 
part. After fuzzifying the texture data with the triangular and shouldered membership functions, we 
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compute the degrees of membership of the term sets in T(F) following the approximate reasoning 
rules defined in Table I. That is, the degrees of membership about the focusing quality of ultrasound 
images produced by varied speeds of sound are decided. Finally, we search the sound speed s* that 
produced the best focusing quality. It means we orderly check degrees of membership of the term sets 
in T (F) and finds the best one.  

3 Results 
This section will show the efficacy of the proposed SSO system with three typical cases from 
ultrasound phantom imaging. First, we take the speckle image as an example to show the relationships 
between nine image textures and speed of sound and verify the argument from our previous analysis. 
Then the performance of point targets and cyst images will be discussed.  

Test data was acquired from Saset iMago C21 ultrasound scanner using SH5L38 linear array probe 
at 5MHz center frequency. Also, we used the CIRS Model 054 ultrasound phantom to acquire the 
speckle, point targets and cyst images. The speed of sound in this phantom is set to be 1544 m/s.  

3.1 Speckle image 

Figure 2.1 shows speckle images with a depth of 6 cm at a focal depth of 2.8cm. The ROI covers the 
area of the focal region with about 60 speckle resolution cells in axial direction (0.35mm per cell for 
5MHz probe). The direction (dx, dy) for texture analysis is (2, 0) and the window size for texture 
computations is 16×16. 

The normalized texture value in Figure 3 is the average of sample images with different speed of 
sound (15 sample images for each sound speed at the same location). From Figure 3, one can see that 
all textures except the group 2 show either peak or valley in the case of matched trial sound speed to 
the real one. 

Three samples in one group of the speckle image are shown in Figure 2.1 where the speed of 
sound in the phantom is 1544m/s. Using the unmatched system sound speed, the speckle image of 
Figs. 2.1.b and 2.1.c are worse than Figure 2.1.a in terms of speckle size around the focal region. This 
has been verified from the spectrum analysis described in [6]: the -10dB spectrum bandwidth for the 
1400m/s (Figure 2.1.b) and 1700 m/s (Figure 2.1.c) images are 84% and 92% of the correct one 1544 
m/s (Figure 2.1.a), respectively. 

The performance of three selective textures on speckle image is shown in Figure 4.a as a function 
of trial sound speed. One can see that none of the extreme points of the contrast, mean and energy is 
located at 1544m/s. Thus, it’s not reliable to identify the best speed of sound with any one of them, 
though there are intrinsic relationships to the best detection in general. 
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Figure 1. The flowchart of the sound speed optimization system 
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(2.1.a) 1544m/s (2.1.b) 1400m/s (84%) (2.1.c) 1700m/s (92%) 

Figurea 2.1. Speckle images with different preset sound speeds 

   

(2.2.a) 1544m/s (2.2.b) 1400m/s (150%)   (2.2.c) 1700m/s (142%) 

Figure 2.2. Point target images with different preset sound speeds 

   

(2.3.a) 1544m/s (9.64) (2.3.b) 1400m/s (9.24) (2.3.c) 1700m/s (9.27) 

Figure 2.3. Cyst images with different preset sound speeds 
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(3.a) Group 1 (3.b) Group 2 

 

(3.c) Group 3 (3.d) Group 4 

Figure 3. Nine texture features in four groups as mentioned in Section 2.1 on speckle image as a function of 
varied speed of sound. 

(4.a) speckle image (4.b) point targets image 
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(4.c) cyst image 

Figure 4. Three texture features on speckle, point targets and cyst images as a function of sound speed (○: 
Energy; *: Contrast; +: Mean). 

 

(5.a) speckle image (5.b) point targets image 

 

 

(5.c) cyst image 

Figure 5. Outputs of the proposed SSO system with our fuzzy system (�: VG; *: G; +: F) 
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From our fuzzy processing, we set the XE(0.24,0.5,0.7) (energy), XC(0.3,0.6,0.9) (contrast), 
XM(0.3,0.6,0.84) (mean) for the membership function of T(C | E | M) on the basis of the texture 
values and the principle of triangle overlaps between 10 to 50%. Note that both the min and max of 
each texture value for normalization are fixed according to the location and the gain of imaging 
settings. 

Figure 5.a shows the output of our SSO system where the y-axis represents the degrees of 
membership of every trial sound speed for each term set in T (F). Here we list all the degrees of 
membership between the trial speed of sound and every term set in T (F). Following the previous 
description of our algorithm, we can find the best one in VG is 1544m/s. Besides, we can decide the 
focusing quality of each trial sound speed by finding its maximum degree of membership.  

3.2 Point targets image 

The second group is obtained by the same way as the first group but there are several point targets in 
focal depth. Three samples of one group of the point targets images are shown in Figs. 2.2.a to 2.2.c. 
It’s clear that the wrong system sound speeds of 1400m/s (Figure 2.2.b) and 1700m/s (Figure 2.2.c) 
degrade the image quality in terms of broadening lateral resolution at point targets compared with the 
correct one of 1544m/s (Figure 2.2.a). The size of the point target in the rectangular area from 
1400m/s and 1700m/s are increased by 50% and 42% respectively, compared to the one from 1544m/s 

Because of the point targets spreading, the peaks of contrast and mean of this group are both 
located at 1544m/s, while the valley of energy is not; see Figure 4.b. Meanwhile, from the output of 
our SSO system, Figure 5.b with XE(0.2,0.4,0.7), XC(0.3,0.6,0.85) and XM(0.3,0.6,0.92) for the 
membership functions of T(C | E | M), we find that the best one in VG is the correct one of 1544m/s. 
Compared with the speckle image group, the broadening of the point targets due to unmatched sound 
speed, leads a significant decrease in detail and contrast resolution, while the texture of the speckle 
does not produce such a big change which meets with the results in [8]. 

3.3 Cyst image 

The cyst images are also obtained by the same way as the above group but the cyst exists in focal 
depth. The region of texture analysis for this group covers about 50 speckle resolution cells in axial 
direction. Unlike point targets, the cyst shows both reflection and anechoic that is more realistic for 
tissue analysis. Three samples of the cyst images are shown in Figs. 2.3.a to 2.3.c. From image 
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR),  

22

2)(2

bt

btCNR
σσ
μμ

+
−

=       (8) 

we can analyze the performance of our SSO system on cyst images. In Eq. (8) μt and μb denote the 
mean of target and background; and σt and σb are the standard deviation of target and background, 
respectively. A larger CNR helps better tissue differentiation from target (or tissue lesion) and image 
background. 

In Figure 2.3, the CNR of the correct 1544m/s (Figure 2.3.a) in the rectangular box is 9.64 that is 
higher than the other two groups: 9.24 from 1400m/s (Figure 2.3.b) and 9.27 from 1700m/s (Figure 
2.3.c). It means that the image tissue differentiation degrades due to unmatched speed of sound. As a 
result of the intrinsic inexactness, the peak of contrast and also the mean and the valley of energy in 
this group, see Figure 4.c; fairly keep consistent to the focusing quality.  

For our SSO system, we can find that the best speed of sound in VG is also accurate, 1544m/s, and 
the distribution of VG is fairly consistent with the sound speed errors, see the output in Figure 5.c 
with XE(0.18,0.4,0.6), XC(0.3,0.55,0.75) and XM(0.4,0.7,0.85) for the membership functions of T(C | 
E | M). It shows that the capability of the fuzzy processing to make the decision is more robust, and 
also verifies our fuzzy rules to be feasible for different situations on phantom images. 
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4 Discussions 
From test results, the proposed SSO system could choose the accurate speed of sound based on a set 
of texture parameters. For the point target, it is clear that the sound speed error will cause the point 
targets broadening and lead to significant decrease in detail resolution. The off-axis response of the 
lateral point-spread-function (PSF) on speckle images also changes the texture mean. Unlike them, the 
texture energy does not depend on the brightness in ROI, but relate to the image homogeneity [19]. 
From point targets images, one can see the amplitude distribution of image pixels in the local window 
at the focal region doesn’t change significantly, though the contrast and the mean brightness 
apparently changed with the sound speed errors. That’s why texture energy shows less sensitive to the 
focusing quality of the point targets. 

On the other hand, all of the selected textures have similar ability to depict the focusing quality in 
diffuse regions. Since contrast resolution and the homogeneity in local regions don’t change 
significantly, none of them are completely sensitive to the sound speed errors. Compared with the 
texture contrast and energy, the texture mean is a little more sensitive which meets the theory in [4]. 

Unlike above twos, the sound speed errors won’t make the cyst changed in terms of detail 
resolution. However, from CNR analysis, it seems that matched sound speed will help both 
background speckle and anechoic cyst inside with better mean brightness and clear cyst border in 
texture energy. 

In this paper, we construct the fuzzy rules to do the approximate reasoning shown in Table 1. From 
this approach, we found that the status of each quality factor is not identical. Actually, the texture 
contrast has little preference for the group decision-making because of its higher sensitive to the sound 
speed errors which can be seen in [9]. So, not all the rules need to be used in actual processing, e.g. it 
is not necessary to perform the approximate reasoning when texture contrast definitely belongs to 
SMALL. 

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, a method of sound speed optimization based on fuzzy sets using image textures as 
focusing quality factors has been presented. The method is applicable to ultrasonic imaging system 
where the texture of the B-mode image is available. We investigated the properties of images textures 
with sound speed errors and built a decision-making system on the basic fuzzy rules. Results on 
phantom experiments for speckle, point targets and cyst image groups showed that the best sound 
speed from a set of images with trial speed of sound can be determined in our SSO system. From the 
sample images of each group, it’s clear that the fuzzy process decision-making approach with texture 
based focusing quality factors behaves as a reliable and robust tool for optimal sound speed detection. 
Future works include in vivo tests and possible parameter optimization. 
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